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Heat line capriz plus 24a f28

just got back from work and they don't have heat or hot water. the Vaillant boiler is displaying an F.28 error and the gauge is zero. the manual says to try to press the reset button (no more than 3 times). they've tried it twice and the boiler makes a little noise and then finally comes back to blame again. any suggestions on auto fix like more than likely i won't take anyone out
tonight. rental agents are closed and have no way of contacting anyone about it tonight. A shiny worm boiler showing error code F28 could not be turned on and there are many potential causes. F28 is a fault code that could appear in any Glow worm boiler, including the energy range, and always means the same thing. Bright worm boiler error code which means F28 On without
success on startup. See: How to Fix Glow-worm F28 Fault Code Glow-worm F28 Error Causes Error As mentioned earlier in the article, there could be any number of reasons why the F28 error code has appeared in a Glow worm boiler, which means you will need a Gas Safe engineer to find and resolve the error. Some of the possible problems that can lead to ignition failures
include: Not enough gas is supplied to the boiler Frozen condensate pipe Debris in the Burner Broken Spark Generator. There are many other flaws that could lead to ignition failures, all of which would require a Gas Safe engineer to diagnose and repair, but these are some of the most common. Fix the bright worm F28 error code out of the possible problems we've listed, a frozen
condensate pipe is the only one you could try to solve yourself. The condensate tube is a plastic tube that you will find outside (near where the boiler is installed) that is located above a drain. The purpose of this pipe is to expel potentially harmful gases out of the house. Being outside means that the condensate tube is susceptible to freezing during the winter months and needs to
thaw as a result. To do this, you must pour warm (non-boiling) water from the kettle onto the blocked part of the condensate pipe. For a complete tutorial, follow our step-by-step guide to defrosting a condensate pipe. If you do not feel safe defrosting the condensate tube yourself or are to the least unsure of what is causing the F28 failure, you should contact a Gas Safe engineer.
Finding a Safe Gas Engineer Engineer Safe Engineer Engineer Safe Engineer Engineer are the only people who can work on gas boilers by law, which means you need one to resolve the F28 error code in your Glow worm boiler. If you're not sure where to start when it comes to finding a Gas Safe engineer, complete one of our simple online forms and up to 3 Gas Safe engineers
will contact you to provide you with free boiler repair quotes. Once you have received all the quotes, you are free to compare and choose the one that is best for you. Or not, there's no obligation. Another bright shiny worm Codes For a complete list of all possible error codes that might appear in your Glow worm boiler, visit our full list of glow worm error codes. NO
REGISTRATION, just download... Below are the common heat line fault codes as described by the boiler manufacturer along with a possible cause. Heat line fault codes Table 1. Most common heat line errors according to error message Error code Description Solution F00 Flow heating temperature sensor failure Check sensor connections. Check the wiring harness. Check
sensor F01 Heating temperature sensor failure Back Check sensor connections. Check the wiring harness. Check the F10 sensor Flow heating temperature sensor failure Check sensor connections. Check the wiring harness. Check sensor F11 Heating temperature sensor failure Back Check sensor connections. Check the wiring harness. Check the overheating failure of the F20
sensor Check the operation of the pump. Check the wiring harness. Check that the fl ow and return heating insulation valves are open F22 Water pressure of the installation Complete the installation. Purge the installation. Check the pump connections. Check the connections of the flow and return heating sensor. Verify that there are no leakage F23 Maximum temperature
difference reached between return and flow heating Check the connection of the flow and return heating sensor. Check pump speed F24 Water circulation failure Check that the return heating and fl ow isolation valves are open F26 Gas valve motor failure Check gas valve connections. Check the operation of the gas valve. Check the operation of the condensate pump F27 Flame
detection failure Check the flame detection electrode. Check the main board. Check ignition unit F28 Ignition failure Check the return gas circuit (open gas valve). Verify that you observe the flame image and verify the CO setting. Verify the power unit connections. Check the status of the electrode F32 Incorrect air pressure Check the entire combustion system. Check the electrical
connections of the F49 EBUS fault fan See that the eBus controls are properly installed and wired F61-67 Main board failure Check the main board connections. Check the main board. Verify that the DSN number of the device is correct. Reset the F68 device flame signal Check the return gas circuit (open gas valve). Verify that you observe the flame image and verify the CO
setting. Verify the power unit connections. Check the status of the electrode. F70 User interface incompatible with the main board Verify that the device's DSN code on the display matches the product code on the nameplate. Check the reference of the F71 boards Flow heating temperature sensor failure Check the sensor connections. Make sure the sensor is trimmed to the F72
tube Permanent temperature difference between the flow and return heating sensors temperature sensor connections. Replace faulty sensors F73-74 Heating circuit pressure sensor failure Check sensor connections. Check the F76 sensor Thermal fuse failure Check fuse connections. Replace F77 heat exchanger Gas valve motor failure Check gas valve connections. Check the
operation of the gas valve. Check the operation of the F83 condensate pump There is no water in the installation: the temperature does not increase when the burner is on Fill the installation. Purge the installation. Check the pump connections. Check the heating sensor connections fl ow and return. Check for F84 leaks Permanent temperature difference between flow and return
heating sensors Check temperature sensor connections. Replace Faulty Sensors F85 Flow and Return Sensor Failure Check F86 Temperature Sensor Connections Underfloor Heating Contact Failure Check sensor connections. Verify that the sensor is connected to the main board and the bypass is removed Err User interface fault Verify connection from user interface PCB to
main PCB. Replace User Interface Table 2 Central heating and hot water functionality Fault action solution Without hot water Is it central heating? Yes Replace flow meter o/y sensor D.H.W. No hot water Does the LED bar light up? Yes Re-pressurize the system No central heating Is there overheating LED lighting? Yes Replace overheatthermostats No central heating Does the
pump work? Do not check wiring /redvoltage connections No hot water and no central heating Open a hot tap to create a demand – is there a spark in the ignition electrode? Yes Replace gas supply, pressure or gas valve No hot water and no central heating Open a hot tap to create a demand: is there a spark in the ignition electrode? lol Does the fan work? Yes Replace air
pressure switch or overheating sensor No hot water and no central heating Are the LEDs on? Do Not Replace PCB User Interface No hot water and no central heating Does the fan work? Do not replace Low Water Pressure Switch Hello, I have a compact Heatline boiler, which is approximately three years old. The boiler shows a fault code F28. I restarted the boiler in order to fix
this problem, but not successful. Has anyone faced this problem if so, so please help me Thank you Nick Hello Nick, an F28 fault code in your heatline compact boiler means ignition failure. You have to check the things for problem correction Check the ignition cable along with the electrode. You have to replace them if necessary carefully, check the different electrode
connections. If necessary fix them Then check the spark gas and position and fix them if necessary You have to check and fix the different connections, which are placed on the printed circuit board and ignition generator. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 44 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 Table of
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